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Andrew’s Gift 
By Sylvia Abell 

 

With a shy smile, Andrew stole into my room one cold January morning.  I say "stole" 

because, as usual he was late, having talked with his girl friend for a stolen moment after the 

tardy bell rang.  That tardiness to me was indicative of his reaction to the class -- indifferent, 

uninterested, disenchanted with the whole concept of classwork, especially one that involved a 

great deal of writing.  As he walked to the back of the room, folded his long body into the 

motions necessary to fit himself into the standard desk, and looked straight ahead, I recalled 

what his former English teacher had said about him:  "Andrew is the laziest boy in the class.  He 

sleeps half the time and the other half, he does just enough to get by."   

Actually,  that wasn't the case for me.  He had worked hard on the academic writing we 

had done in class so far, but now we were going to go a little deeper, to venture into that 

personal realm that forced students to think about what they were and what had made them be.  

We were doing the personal pieces that so many students had difficulty creating. 

By the senior year, students are pretty familiar with personal writing, having done 

memoirs, narratives, and personal essays all the  years before.  So, it was no surprise to any one 

that once again, we were venturing into the world of their souls.  And, it was no surprise to me 

that I'd have to drag half of them kicking and screaming on that inward journey. 

I lead them through a variety of exercises, each accompanied by writing time when they 

could begin a number of pieces.  But, it wasn't until I read a memoir of my grandfather that I saw 

Andrew sit upright in his back row seat and really listen.  The memoir was of a typical day with 

my; grandfather, one I spent with him as a child.  As I described the day and our journeys 

together into his garden, I could sense rapt attention coming from the 17 year old young man in 

the back of the room.  And, as my voice thickened with emotion as I read of the end of the day 

and the end of our days together, I could feel Andrew with me all the way. 

As I put down the paper on my desk, I looked up to a multitude of responses from the 

class, empathy, understanding, shared memories, even tears.  Andrew sat in the back, looking 

down thoughtfully at his desk, saying nothing.  Maybe I had misunderstood his interest?   

The next day was a workshop day, during which the students could write on a piece of 

their choice, type on one of the computers in the room, edit or respond to another's work.  With 

his face mottled by a self-conscious flush, Andrew approached my desk.   

"Can I see that piece you wrote on your grandfather?"  he asked.   

"Sure."  I handed him the piece, which he carried back to his desk.  For the rest of the 

period he wrote, scratched outo, rewrote, read, and reread that piece.  By the end of the class, I 

could feel his frustration as he brought the piece back to my desk. 

"How did you do it?" he asked.  "How did you get all those details in there?  Did they 

come from the beginning or did you add them later on? 

What a great question from one writer to another.  As seriously as if I were talking to 

Shakespeare himself, I explained what I remembered of my process at creating the piece, 

treating him as a writing equal.  When I told him many of the details came, not in drafting but in 

revision, he looked relieved.   

"I just couldn't get all I wanted to say in my piece -- not the way I wanted to say it."  I just 
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 nodded and agreed.  This was not the time for a lesson on revision or the writing process.  This 

was the time for talking, writer to writer. 

Soon, he sauntered back to his space and left me to mine, but more seeds were planted 

that day than had ever been planted in my papaw's garden.  Andrew had found a reason for 

writing, though I hadn't ventured far enough to see what that reason was. 

When the day came for the papers to be turned in, after duly being conferenced and 

revised, Andrew presented his proudly to me.   

"I don't care what grade I get," he announced.  "This is the best thing I have ever written." 

  And, it was.  It was modeled on my piece, but it was Andrew's story he told.   His life is a 

typical one, of divorced parents and mixed-up kids, but his security was with his grandfather.  He 

told of days spent with his mentor, of walking with him on his farm, knowing it would some day 

be his own, of hours of advice and companionship, of driving by his grandfather's house, 

knowing he'd see him on the front porch, knowing that his "big hand" would be lifted in a wave 

as he passed.  And, he told of his grandfather's death and his own pain at not seeing that big 

handed wave any more.  It was a tale full of trust and heart, worthy of the finest writer's craft.  

As I read it, I cried.  I cried for the young man seeking answers in a world that turned 

upside down even as he was trying to make sense of it.  I cried for the beauty of the relationship 

that had taught him so much.  I cried for his pain that he had shown so truly.  But most of all I 

cried for myself, for the wonder of a young man's gift of trust;  what he revealed to me, he had 

entrusted to no one else.  The paper got an A.   It deserved no less, regardless of the errors that 

dotted its surface. 

His grin was reward.  He understood.  As he put the paper into his writing folder, he gave 

me one more gift.  "Ms. Abell, thank you.  The day I wrote that piece was my grandfather's 

birthday.  I feel like I've given him my best gift." 

I smiled to hide my sudden rush of tears.  Yes, if there's one thing Andrew knows about, 

it's gifts. 

  


